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Optimal arousal in the performance zone
Neil Hallam takes a touring bike to experiences British Super Bike School’s track day rider development
program.

In 34 years of motorcycling I have never owned a sports bike, or seriously considered a Track Day. Then
former racer turned motorcycle instructor Mike Abbot offered Chris Bostock and I a taste of his Blyton Park
Rider Development Day. Suddenly I was faced with the prospect of taking either a Triumph Rocket III or a
Honda Deauville around a race track. Neither tourer was ideal, but I plumped for the Honda. Chris’ 650 VStrom adventure bike was still no racer, but slightly better suited to the track.
The Good Friday Bank Holiday arrived and we were a little nervous riding onto the former US airbase in
Lincolnshire, where a 1.6 mile tarmac circuit has been created. Mike had assured us that there were two
levels of course and ours was intended for road riders. But our first impression was of Yamasukis which had
been transported in vans and trailers, sitting trackside with their generator powered tyre warmers. Then we
started to see the real bikes; a mix of sizes and styles of bike from naked street bikes to big adventure bikes.
The Level 1 course that Chris and I experienced was based on Police Roadcraft riding methods. Mike
explained that the idea grew because the RoSPA courses he ran were not attracting sport bike riders. To
reach this target group, Mike piloted a High Performance course using public roads. Although there were no
accidents, Mike thought this was due to luck, as he saw some quite reckless riding. Soon afterwards he met
the owners of Blyton Park and his British Superbike School (BSBS) was born.
Mike described our course as a “thinly disguised road safety session”. But his course levels increase from
our Level 1, through Level 2 sessions for experienced track riders to intensive 1:1 coaching by seasoned
racers.
Our day was split into five short theory sessions, where we were given one or two techniques to practice on
the track sessions which followed.
On some of the major circuits’ track days, I had heard of there being up to 40 riders on the track at a time.
Nine of us lined up, along with three coaches for our turn on the track.
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Safety was pushed from word go. We were told
the best places to overtake, but warned the over
taker was considered responsible for anything
that went wrong. Our speedometers had been
taped over while we were in the briefing and we
were firmly waned about being sucked into a
race.
Our first short session was familiarisation of the
track, following our coach around and trying to
remember the optimum racing line for each
bend.
It seemed very odd pushing my aging Deauville
through the chicanes and around the variety of
bends. I was expecting to feel uncomfortable on
such an unsuitable track bike, but the way
BSBS had grouped us put me among other
similar riders.
After familiarisation we moved onto learning
more about counter steering. I had always
thought this something of a myth, as it sounded
a lethal thing to try. But we were taught about the
bike’s balance points and tyre characteristics.
This led to my attempting a gentle push of the
bars ‘on the side I wanted to turn’. Although it
sounded opposite to what I should be doing, I
soon realised it was what I actually did naturally.
I just needed to make the push a little earlier and
keep it on slightly longer.
Our coach had now moved from leading us
around the track, to following and observing our
riding. At the end of each 20 minute session he
talked us through our riding and how we could
improve next time.
Other techniques included dragging the back
brake through a bend to rescue a poor line.
Neither Chris nor I felt fully comfortable with this,
but it apparently helps on wet roundabouts, so
we will get lots of opportunities to practice.
The double bend of Bunga Bunga was the
hardest test to master. The best line for the first
bend put you into a very poor line for the second.
Every lap seemed to bring a different challenge
on this test piece. The other bends presented
little challenge in terms of learning the optimum
line, but could be just as difficult when we tried
faster approaches with later braking.

We had opportunity for five sessions on the track, but I
only lasted three and a half before pulling out to take the
photographs I needed. I am firmly a cruiser, not a racer
and in order to have got more out of the day, I needed to
push myself much harder.
But this carried with it the spectre of expense. In three
seasons of running BSBS only two of Mike’s clients had
crashed. This total was to double on our visit, with two
falls in the same day. In fairness they were both
Yamasuki riders from the Level 2 group and neither rider
was hurt. But it still held me back from risking my bike’s
fairing in an expensive slide down the track.
I tried to
compare
BSBS’
£289 price
with other
track days,
but I found
it difficult to
compare
like with
like. Track days seem to average around £140, but BSBS
are offering quite an intensive coaching package. None of
these cheaper offers were on a Bank Holiday either;
Donington Park charged £325 for its Easter Monday
offering.
It was a surprisingly tiring day but I certainly came away
with some improved techniques and a smoother
cornering style.
But the enduring memory has to be the lecture on
“Optimal arousal in the performance zone”. We were not
sure what to expect when this caption appeared on the
screen. Its message was a simple one; to balance stress
against performance and only push yourself to a point
where you are at, but not beyond the limit of your ability.
Web: www.britishsuperbikeschool.co.uk
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